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Ebook Production and Distribution

Matador

Serious Self-Publishing

Ebook Production
and Distribution
Ebooks are an important part of the overall book market, offering authors and publishers another way of making writing
available to a wide international audience. The problem is that so many ebooks are now being published that it is
difficult to get noticed in the rush.
There are many routes to ebook publication, from DIY to outsourcing ebook conversion, and as a self-publisher you
have a choice in how you publish. Yet to get the best ebook conversion and the widest ebook distribution, even the most
dedicated self-publisher will not be able to rival the abilities of a self-publishing company like Matador.
Many ebook distributors will only take on a publisher if they have numerous ebooks to sell; many ebook retailers have
strict rules on the ebook formats that they accept. Matador has ensured that our ebooks are compatible with the widest
range of formats demanded by the retailers; and we’ve worked hard to establish a distribution network for our ebooks
that is unparalleled.
So as a self-publisher, you could have your manuscript automatically converted by various ebook retailers, you could
open accounts with all those retailers; or you could just settle to sell your ebook through one retailer only. Or, you could
have your ebook published and distributed by Matador to get the best quality presentation and the widest distribution
possible, including through retailers that are usually inaccessible to individual self-publishers, like Waterstones and
Barnes & Noble.

A choice in ebook publishing
At Matador we offer authors a choice of ebook and book publishing. You can choose to start with ebook only
publishing; add a print on demand book if you feel there is a demand; or then publish and distribute a book through
traditional retail channels if it takes off. Or you can publish your ebook alongside your book straight away to maximize
the exposure during marketing activity. It’s your choice.
Every step of the way we offer realistic advice and expertise, while you make the decisions on publishing your ebook.
We can produce and distribute your ebook for you… but more; we offer a dedicated ebook marketing service with
unique access to industry-wide ebook review channels. Quality of production, distribution and marketing, as with our
book publishing services.

Can I publish my own ebook?
You can publish your own ebook, but there are several reasons why it is better to use an established service to do it for
you:
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1. Ebook creation: there are several eretailers (including Amazon) who offer a free ebook conversion and hosting
service. However, these offer ‘automatic’ ebook conversion, which usually results in something that is poorly
formatted and error-strewn, and which has been created to the standards required by that website only.
2. Distribution 1: most free ebook websites only make your ebook available through their own website. You could
open accounts with various such websites, and have them convert your file ‘automatically’ each time, to be
made available for sale… through them only.
3. Distribution 2: consider where people go to buy their ebooks… do they visit those websites that offer ‘free’
publication, or do they go to their usual retailer… Waterstones, Barnes & Noble, Apple, WH Smith, Foyles,
Blackwells…? Many ‘proper’ ebook retailers only take their ebooks through wholesalers and specialist ebook
suppliers, and they by and large will only take on a publisher with a lot of ebooks to sell.
4. Libraries: most libraries source their ebooks through wholesalers or specialist ebook suppliers, to which an
individual is unable to get access. And libraries worldwide are big ebook customers.
5. Time and expertise: creating a good quality ebook file and distributing it to some retailers can be done by an
individual, but you need some knowledge of how an ebook is generated into an XML file and then an ePub and
Mobi format; and you then need a lot of time to place it with retailers. Even then availability will be limited to
a few ebook retailers.
Matador offers a top quality ebook creation process, converting most ebooks in-house. We use specialist conversion
houses for more complex conversions, ensuring that we always create industry-standard ebook files.
We also offer the most comprehensive ebook distribution network that you can find, ensuring that your ebook can be
found for sale on all major book retailers’ websites.

Ebook creation
It is a common fallacy that creating an ebook is a simple process. It is true that there are various ‘automatic’ ebook
converters available, but all will only output a version of what you input. The old computing adage “Garbage In,
Garbage Out” very much applies with ebooks! If you have some knowledge of computing then you can have a stab at
converting to an ebook file (which is effectively a form of the HTML programming language); if not, it’s best left to a
specialist.
There are several processes to undertake prior to creating your ebook, though. Matador offers a range of services, which
authors are free to pick and choose depending on their requirements.

Copy editing
In the rush to get an ebook published, many authors overlook the fact that they must make sure their manuscript is 100%
ready to publish! Ebooks containing typos, grammar problems and other errors will quickly give your writing a bad
name. We offer an optional on-screen copy-editing service for all ebook authors, which will be carried out by one of
our experienced in-house editors.
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Cover design
The importance of a high-quality, eye-grabbing cover cannot be underestimated; it must achieve maximum impact at a
glance. As with a book, cover design is important, as it is the only visual cue you are giving to a potential buyer.
Ebook cover design tends to be different to regular book cover design because of the limitations of the online sizing
available with most eretailers. Our team of in-house designers are experienced in making the most of the limited space
available to give your ebook cover visual impact and attract attention. Using either your own image supplied or an
image(s) bought from millions available at a discounted rate to Matador authors, our designer will produce a
professional bespoke cover design for your ebook.

ISBN
If you want your ebook to be distributed by many of the ebook retailers then it must carry an ISBN. Our ebook creation
includes the allocation and registration of a Matador ISBN with Nielsen BookData, and dissemination of that data
worldwide to eretailers through the industry-standard Onix format.
You are welcome to use your own ISBN if you wish, but you would remain responsible for the bibliographic data
dissemination in that case. If your ebook does not carry an ISBN then it will not be possible to place it with many
retailers, as many require an ISBN to be present.

Formatting
Matador ebooks are created according to the latest conversion standards. This ensures that our ebooks are converted to
the highest standard possible and guarantees that the reader experience is the best it can be, and that the file will be
accepted by the widest range of retailers.
Ebooks are available in different formats, the most common being ePub (a non-proprietary format), Adobe’s Digital
Editions PDF format, and Amazon’s Kindle, the latter two being proprietary formats.
Different ebook formats are created in different ways. There are two main forms of ebook: reflowable (where the text
reflows with a different size screen), such as Kindle and ePub formats; and fixed (where the text retains its format and
does not reflow as the screen changes), such as Adobe’s Digital Editions format. The reflowable ebook formats are best
for novels and books with few illustrations or photographs, where text can reflow according to screen size. The fixed
format is best for books that have a lot of graphical content or tables. Books with complex layouts that must be retained
are often not suitable for conversion to ebook format.
Conversion to an ebook involves converting a manuscript or typeset file > XML > HTML > ePub, Kindle or another
final format. The ebook files must then be tested on the target ebook reader (Kindle, Sony Reader etc.) to check that
the ebook displays and behaves as it should.
Matador publish ebooks in ePub and Kindle formats for most of our novels, even those with some images. We also offer
a fixed format conversion service for more complex books with a lot of graphics. ePub is the most widely-used nonproprietary ebook format, with ePub books being readable on nearly all ebook readers and mobile devices (and on
Apple’s iPad). Amazon’s Kindle uses a different format, and creating an ebook for Kindle involves a separate
conversion process to that for ePub, but as Amazon is a leading ebooks retailer we also convert to this format as part
of what we offer.
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Ebook Distribution
Matador authors benefit from our extensive distribution network, both in the UK and overseas. We make your ebook
available through all the major ebook retailers, including Amazon, Apple, Barnes & Noble (Nook), Waterstones, Google
Play, Kobo, BlinkBox and WH Smith.
We also offer distribution overseas through many hundreds of eretailers, including Barnes & Noble’s Nook. In addition,
we offer access to the huge ebook library market through our distribution links with wholesalers and specialist ebook
suppliers.
We take care of the distribution of ebook files to all of the retailers, and manage the bibliographic data for an ebook on
an ongoing basis.
Distribution channels are constantly evolving in this area, and we shall ensure that our books are available to as wide
an audience as possible. Other than for selected retailers, it is currently impossible to ensure that all ebook retailers will
list a title.

Protection and pricing
We place our ebook files with the distributors and retailers direct (where applicable). In doing so, we control the Digital
Rights Management (DRM) features, which essentially ensures that anyone who buys an ebook cannot simply then give
it away to others. A DRM protected ebook can only be read on an ebook reader or device registered to the purchaser.
Eretailers will take a percentage of the ebook’s sale price for selling the ebook. This ranges from 55% to 30%,
depending on the retailer and the price at which the ebook is sold. As with physical books, we receive sales information
from the distributors and retailers, and add this information into our authors’ accounts each month in arrears. Royalties
are paid to authors every three months. Authors also have 24/7 online access to sales information on our website sio
they can check on sales at any time.
The price at which your ebook sells is your choice. Unless we are asked otherwise by an author, we set the cover price
of an ebook at the price we feel is right for the market. Because of fluctuations in currencies and the fact that some
countries’ eretailers have to pay tax on ebook sales, the cover price may vary between retailers and countries. Retailers
also have the freedom to discount ebook sales as they see fit; this is entirely outside our or your control, and is a normal
part of how the ebook retail market works.
If tax is added to an ebook’s sale price by an eretailer, then that eretailer accounts for the tax to the relevant authority;
it is not your responsibility to account for any local or national taxes levied on the sale of your ebook.

Author Webpage
Each ebook that we publish is placed in our own webshop. As part of this, authors can add information to their ebook’s
webpage, like reviews and media coverage, giving a central focus for the ebook online. This is provided to all authors
who publish either a book or ebook with us.
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For authors who want their own dedicated website, we can create and host this for you. We offer a bespoke author
website design, creation, hosting and maintenance service. Our designer will create an author website containing
anything from a scrolling news section, blog, twitter link, contact form, visitor book... anything you like that will help
drive traffic to your website and your writing. The website includes the purchase of a domain name for you, its
registration, then hosting of your website on our servers for two years. During that period, updates to the website are
made free of charge, so you can update your news, reviews and add any pictures. For further details, see Factsheet 11.

Author Earnings
With so many different eretailers taking varying percentages of an ebook’s sale price, and in many different currencies,
it is impossible to list all receipts from all retailers. We thus make a flat payment to authors of 85% of the net receipts
from all ebook sales.
Authors have 24/7 access online to basic sales information on our website. We receive sales information each month in
arrears from a wide range of retailers and add this to an author’s account each month. We send a detailed quarterly sales
statement at the end of February, May, August and November, along with payment.

Costings
The cost of creating an ebook from scratch starts at £350.00+VAT. More complex ebooks containing specific formatting
requirements, tables, graphs and images will add to the cost of conversion. We ask to see a manuscipt first so that we
can give an accurate costing in advance. Our ebook creation cost includes the bespoke design of a cover, text formatting,
ISBN registration and conversion to ePub and Kindle formats. If you already have a cover or ISBN then our costs
reduce accordingly.
The cost of placing ebook through our international distribution network is £80+VAT. If you already have an industry
standard ePub ebook file, we can distribute it for you through our network.

If you would like more information, or wish to discuss ebook production or distribution,
please contact us:
ebooks@troubador.co.uk

0116 279 2299
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